Ignitable liquid spill containment redefined

A versatile FM Approved solution
Installation flexibility offers many options, while pricing provides ease of access.

The FM Approved IBC Containment Unit from Viking offers a versatile solution for ignitable liquid storage protection. Each size can be ordered fully assembled or with its sides down — an appealing option when an unassembled unit must be moved through standard-height doors and assembled elsewhere. With large capacity holding tank choices, easy to follow assembly directions, and end-user design input, our innovative solution is the answer for your composite IBC hazards!

What’s even better? The IBC Containment Unit doesn’t just protect your facility from the dangers of ignitable liquids — it saves your money, too, when compared with the costs of upgrading your sprinkler system. Talk to your sales representative for more information.

Learn More

Our useful YouTube video explains in depth how the IBC containment unit protects manufacturing or similar type applications from a challenging fire event.